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Synthesis, fabrication and characterization of
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Abstract: We report a challenging design, fabrication and post-production characterization
problem of a dispersive mirror supporting the spectral range from 2000 nm to 2200 nm and
providing a group delay dispersion of −1000 fs2. The absolute reflectance in the working
range is over 99.95%. The reported mirror is a critical element for Tm and Ho based lasers
and paves the way for the development of ultrafast 2 µm lasers with sub-100 fs pulse
duration.
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1. Introduction
The mid-infrared fingerprint spectral region (2-20 µm) is important for numerous
spectroscopy applications [1]. One promising scheme for generating coherent radiation in this
region involves nonlinear conversion processes driven by emerging femtosecond fiber and
solid-state lasers in 1.9-2.6 µm range [2,3]. Further development of these femtosecond
driving lasers are therefore important for providing a more efficient mid-infrared source in a
simpler manner [4].
One of the key elements of modern femtosecond lasers is dispersive mirror (DM).
Although this technology is well established in the visible (~800 nm, Ti:Sa lasers) and near
infrared range (~1030 nm, Yb:YAG lasers), its development at longer wavelengths beyond
1.9 µm is still at an early stage. As Thulium- and Holmium-based lasers operating at around
1.9-2.2 µm become more widespread [5,6], and the maturing of Cr:ZnS/ZnSe laser
technology promises to extend laser output to 3.2 µm [3,7,8], there is an urgent need for DMs
suitable for this spectral region. These mirrors will not only enable mode-locked femtosecond
operation in next-generation Ho: YAG thin-disk oscillators, but also enable the extra-cavity
compression of output from Ho-doped bulk amplifiers [9].
For dispersive mirrors to be useful, they need to satisfy three crucial criteria: high
reflectance (>99.9%) and high negative group delay dispersion of −1000 fs2. Production of
such coatings for the 2 μm region is a challenge because coating layers for the infrared need
to be thicker compared to those in the visible range, the absorption may affect mirror
performance more strongly. Moreover, the material dispersion of the coatings’ layers has to
be known with high accuracy in this spectral range as well.
Recently, dispersive mirrors for a near infrared erbium-doped fiber chirped pulse
amplification system have been developed (Ref [10]). The mirrors are designed and produced
for the range from 1530 to 1575 nm with a GDD of −2000 fs2. As GDD oscillations are
unavoidable, a workaround was found: the mirrors were produced for two different reference
wavelengths, which results in a slight offset of their spectra with respect to each other. Used
together, the mirror pair provides a flat GDD.
In this paper, we concentrate on design, production and optical characterization of a
dispersive mirror (DM) providing high reflectance and a group delay dispersion (GDD) of
−1000 fs2 in the range from 2000 nm to 2200 nm. Not only is this spectral range broader and
deeper towards the infrared than [10], but more importantly, we achieved the required
specification using only a single DM.
In Section 2 we demonstrate the feasibility of the complicated multilayer design in our
production environment. In Section 3 we provide a comprehensive post-production
characterization which helped us to correct the dispersion curve of the high refractive index
material in the spectral range up to 2500 nm. This will allow a more accurate design for future
DMs in this wavelength range. Our Conclusions are presented in Section 4.
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2. Synthesis and fabrication
In our DM we used Ta2O5 and SiO2 as the high and low index material respectively. We
chose two types of substrates: B260 Glass (borosilicate glass) with a thickness of 1 mm and
Suprasil (fused silica) with a thickness of 6.35 mm. Nominal dispersion curves of Ta2O5,
B260 Glass and Suprasil refractive indices are described by the Cauchy formula:
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where A0 , A1 , A2 are dimensionless parameters, λ0 = 1000 nm, and λ is specified in
nanometers. For Ta2O5 A0 = 2.065721, A1 = 0.016830, A2 = 0.001686 ; for B260 Glass
A0 = 1.51, A1 = 5.254 ⋅10−3 , A2 = 6.328 ⋅10−5 ; and for Suprasil A0 = 1.443268, A1 = 0.00406,

A2 = 6.948 ⋅10−6 .
The dispersion behavior of SiO2 is specified by the Sellmeier model [11] with coefficients
determined in Ref [12]:
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where B1 ,..., B6 are dimensionless parameters, λ0 = 1000 nm, λ is specified in nanometers;
B1 = 1.132952, B2 = 0, B3 = 0.020581, B4 = 0.115406, B5 = 3.448642, B6 = 330.0719.
The synthesis of DM was performed with the help of the needle optimization technique
and gradual evolution algorithm incorporated into the OptiLayer software [13,14]. A merit
function estimating the closeness of the designed spectral characteristics to the target
specifications was defined as:
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where X = {d1 ,..., d m } is a vector of layer thicknesses, {λi } are evenly distributed wavelength

points in the spectral ranges from 2000 nm to 2200 nm; {Δ1, j } and {Δ 2, j } are tolerances.

As a result, a 54-layer DM was synthesized. The total physical (geometrical) thickness of
the coating is 15.9 mkm. Its thickness profile and theoretical GD/GDD are presented in Figs.
1(a) and 1(b), respectively.

Fig. 1. (a) Thickness profile of the synthesized 54-layer DM, physical thicknesses are shown;
(b) Comparison of theoretical and experimental GD/GDD related to DM-Suprasil sample.
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The synth
hesized DM waas fabricated using
u
a Leyboldd Optics magnnetron sputterinng Helios
plant, with th
he layer thickn
nesses controlleed using well--calibrated tim
me monitoring [15]. The
plant is equip
pped with two proprietary du
ual-magnetronss and a plasmaa source for ionn-assisted
reactive midd
dle frequency dual magnetro
on sputtering. The plant is also equippedd with an
optical broadb
band monitorin
ng (BBM) systtem [16] whichh was used in a passive modee for data
acquisition on
nly. In the deposition run wee used the Suprrasil substrate for the DM faabrication
and the cheap
per B260 Glasss substrate ass a witness sam
mple. As a ressult, two sampples were
obtained: DM
M coating on B260 Glass substrate
s
(sam
mple DM-B2600) and DM cooating on
Suprasil subsstrate (DM-Sup
prasil). The transmittance sccans (BBM daata) after depoosition of
each layer exccept the last lay
yer were record
ded for the DM
M-B260 samplee.
After the deposition, transmittance data of a DM- Suprasil sampple was measuured by a
meter (Perkin Elmer Lambd
da 950) in the range from 400 nm to 25000 nm. In
spectrophotom
order to rev
veal all the in
nformative sp
pectral featurees of the trannsmittance currves, the
measurementss were perform
med at 0.2 nm wavelength
w
steep and a spectrral resolution oof 0.5 nm
(Fig. 2(a)). The
T measuremeent accuracy is
i better than 1%. The absoolute reflectannce in the
range from 20
030 nm to 218
80 nm was measured by Layyertec GmbH, Germany (Fig. 2(b)). It
can be seen th
hat the reflectaance is above 99.9% across the spectral raange, and is higgher than
99.95% in the vicinity of th
he central wav
velength (20500 nm). Indeed,, reflectance vvalues are
t
theoreticall curve, calcuulated withoutt absorption in layeronly 0.04% lower than the
m
The high measured
d reflectance iis noteworthy given the signnificantly
established materials.
thicker dielecctric layers in comparison
c
to mirrors designned for 800 nm
m or 1030 nm.. The GD
and GDD meeasurements of
o the DM-Sup
prasil sample are shown inn Fig. 1(b). Thhey were
extracted from
m data recordeed by a mid-inffrared white-ligght interferom
meter recently ddeveloped
in-house [17]]. The experiimental data show
s
that thee produced D
DM satisfies thhe target
specificationss and can be used within a fem
mtosecond laseer oscillator.

Fig. 2.
2 (a) Comparison of the experimenttal and theoretical transmittance of tthe produced DM-Supraasil Sample; (b) Absolute
A
reflectancce of DM-Suprasill sample measuredd by Layertec andd
theoreetical reflectance in
n the same spectraal range.

3. Post-prod
duction charracterization
In Fig. 2(a) one
o can observ
ve that all specctral features oof the theoreticcal spectral cuurve were
reproduced by
b the experim
mental transmitttance data. Inn addition, exxcellent corresppondence
between the measured
m
and theoretical
t
GD//GDD values ((Fig. 1(b)) connfirms the high accuracy
of our deposiition process. However,
H
in th
he range betw
ween 1700 nm and 2500 nm,, one can
observe a smaall shift in the experimental transmittance with respect tto the theoreticcal curve.
The shift increases from 4 nm at 1700 nm (0.25%) too 12 nm at 2500 nm (0.5%
%). These
n be attributed
d to the inaccurracies in the reefractive indicees of the layer materials
deviations can
in the infrared
d spectral rang
ge. From thin film
f
theory [188] it follows thaat the width off the high
reflection zon
ne is dependentt on the ratio of high and low
w refractive inddices. Since thee width of
the high refleection zone off the produced sample is narrrower than thhe theoretical zzone, one
might assume that the no
ominal Ta2O5 index was ooverestimated. It means thaat careful
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characterization of the produced samples should be performed in order to obtain a better
estimate of the nominal Ta2O5 index.
As a first step of our characterization, we processed the BBM data (53 transmittance
scans) in order to estimate the error in layer thicknesses. Keeping in mind that the expected
errors are relatively small due to the high accuracy of time monitoring [19,20], we applied the
algorithm assuming quasi-random errors in layer thicknesses [9,16]. The algorithm is based
on the minimization of in situ Tikhonov’s discrepancy function TDF with respect to the
relative error δ i , i = 1,..., m − 1 , m is the number of mirror layers:

TDF 2 = GDF 2 +

α

m −1

δ
m −1
i =1

2
i

, GDF 2 =

m −1 L
2
1
T ( X; λ j ) − Tˆ (i ) ( λ j )  , (4)
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where X = {d1 (1 + δ1 ) ,..., di (1 + δ i )} is the vector of layer thicknesses of DM-B260 sample;

{λ }
j

are evenly distributed wavelength points in the range from 400 nm to 950 nm;

L = 1239. The last layer m is not included into this step, since the BBM device did not
provide measurement data once the deposition is finished. The second term in Eq. (4) is
responsible for the reliability of the solution by taking into account a priori information that
expected random errors are-assumed to be quite low. This characterization approach is based
on the Tikhonov’s regularization theory of solving ill-posed problems [21]. In Eq. (4), α is a
regularization parameter that provides a balance between data fitting and the stability of the
characterization solution. In the present study, α = 1. Initial GDF value was 6.83; in the
course of optimization the value of 2.57 was achieved. Estimated errors δ i do not exceed 2%
that is agreed with expected accuracy of the time monitoring. Denote
d1 = d1 (1 + δ1 ) ,..., d m −1 = d m −1 (1 + δ m −1 ) , d m = d m the thicknesses of the model coating

obtained in this way.
In the second step of our characterization process, we searched for the actual layer
thicknesses of the DM-Suprasil sample. As experimental data we considered ex situ
transmittance measured in the visible spectral range from 400 nm to 860 nm. We introduced a
discrepancy function DF in the standard way:
DF 2 =

2
1 L
T ( X; λi ) − Tˆ ( λi )  ,



L i =1

{

(5)

}

where X = d1 + Δ,..., d m −1 + Δ, d m + δ m is the vector of layer thicknesses, Δ is a deviation
between thicknesses of coating layers on B260 Glass and Suprasil substrates, δ m is a random
error in the last layer of the DM-Suprasil sample. We minimized the discrepancy function
(Eq. (5)) with respect to two parameters, δ m and Δ. The initial DF value was 16.4 and the
DF value achieved in the course of the discrepancy function minimization was 5.72. The
obtained Δ value of 0.1% is in a full agreement with the estimated thickness non-uniformity
 = d + Δ,..., d + Δ, d + δ denotes the vector of the determined layer thicknesses
[22]. X
1
m −1
m
m

{

}

of the DM-Suprasil sample.
Comparing the transmittance of the design defined by the vector X and the transmittance
data measured from 860 nm to 2500 nm, we still observed a shift mentioned earlier.
Therefore, as a third step of our characterization process the refractive index of Ta2O5 is
corrected. We assumed that the refractive index of Ta2O5, nH ( λ ) , in the broad range from
400 nm to 2500 nm can be described by the Cauchy formula, although this range is broader
than the range from 400 nm to 1800 nm considered by the authors of Ref [23]. We optimized
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the discrepancy function (Eq. (5)) in the wavelength range from 860 nm to 2500 nm with
respect to three Cauchy parameters (see Eq. (1)), i.e., X = d ,..., d ; A , A , A . In order to

{

1

m

0

1

2

}

obtain a refractive index of Ta2O5 in the whole spectral range from 400 nm to 2500 nm, we
merged and subsequently smoothed the nominal index in the range from 400 nm to 860 nm
and Ta2O5 refractive index in the range from 860 nm to 2500 nm estimated above. The
corrected dispersion curve of Ta2O5 is shown in Fig. 3(a). The discrepancy function value
(Eq. (5)) for the whole spectral range decreased from 8.61 to 4.74. It is seen from Fig. 3(a)
that the wavelength dependence nH ( λ ) was almost unchanged in the visible spectral range in
comparison with the nominal dispersion curve of Ta2O5.

Fig. 3. (a) Comparison of the nominal and corrected refractive indices of Ta2O5; refractive
index of SiO2 is shown for information only; (b) Input (green) and output (red) pulse
simulations. Output pulse is calculated after 10 reflections from the DM at AOI = 5°with
subtracted GDD target.

As the last step of our characterization process we validated the results with the help of
GD/GDD measurements. Instead of experimental and model transmittance, we substituted
GD/GDD measurement and theoretical data into Eq. (5) and calculated the initial values of
the discrepancy function DF in the spectral range from 1600 nm to 2400 nm with L = 540 .
The achieved value of the discrepancy function can be calculated with GD/GDD experimental
and model data substituted into Eq. (5). In the case of GD, initial DF was equal to 687.3 and
achieved value was 411.3. In the case of GDD, initial DF was equal to 115110.0 and
achieved value was 97447. The decreases of DF values after replacement of the theoretical
design by the model, indicate the reliability of the obtained results.
In Fig. 3(b) the simulated envelopes of the input Fourier-limited pulse and the pulse
reflected from the DM with subtracted GDD are presented. The input pulse has pulse duration
of 87 fs and a super-Gaussian spectrum with bandwidth of 15 THz. One can observe that the
shape of the reflected pulse is close to the Fourier-limit. The duration of reflected pulse
remains unchanged even after 10 bounces of reflection.
4. Conclusions

A broadband highly dispersive mirror for Thulium and Holmium lasers has been successfully
synthesized and characterized. The absolute reflectance reaches up to 99.95%, which allows
their applications inside laser oscillators that are sensitive to mirror losses. Excellent spectral
performance as well as proven group delay dispersion enable its application in extra-cavity
temporal pulse-compression and intracavity dispersion compensation in next generation 2 µm
thin-disk oscillators.
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